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Enveloped viruses that rely on a low pH-dependent
step for entry initiate infection by fusing with acidic
endosomes, whereas the entry sites for pH-indepen-
dent viruses, such as HIV-1, have not been defined.
These viruses have long been assumed to fuse
directly with the plasma membrane. Here we used
population-based measurements of the viral content
delivery into the cytosol and time-resolved imaging
of single viruses to demonstrate that complete
HIV-1 fusion occurred in endosomes. In contrast,
viral fusion with the plasma membrane did not prog-
ress beyond the lipid mixing step. HIV-1 underwent
receptor-mediated internalization long before endo-
somal fusion, thus minimizing the surface exposure
of conserved viral epitopes during fusion and
reducing the efficacy of inhibitors targeting these
epitopes. We also show that, strikingly, endosomal
fusion is sensitive to a dynamin inhibitor, dynasore.
These findings imply that HIV-1 infects cells via endo-
cytosis and envelope glycoprotein- and dynamin-
dependent fusion with intracellular compartments.
INTRODUCTION
Endocytosis is an obligatory entry step for enveloped viruses
whose fusion proteins are activated by acidic pH (Marsh and
Helenius, 2006). In contrast, viruses that undergo fusion upon
interacting with cognate cellular receptors irrespective of the
pH are thought to fuse directly with a plasma membrane. For
instance, HIV-cell fusion initiated upon sequential interactions
of the envelope (Env) glycoprotein with CD4 and coreceptors
CCR5 or CXCR4 (e.g., Doms and Trono, 2000) has long been
assumed to occur at the cell surface, whereas internalized
virions were thought to be degraded by cells (Maddon et al.,
1988; McClure et al., 1988; Pelchen-Matthews et al., 1995; Stein
et al., 1987). This notion is supported by the fact that HIV can
mediate fusion between adjacent target cells (‘‘fusion from
without’’) and that HIV Env expressed on effector cells promotes
fusion with target cells at neutral pH. In addition, mutations in
CD4 or coreceptors (CR) that impair their ligand-induced inter-
nalization do not block HIV-1 infection (Brandt et al., 2002; Mad-don et al., 1988). The fact that pseudotyping the HIV core with the
low pH-dependent G glycoprotein of Vesicular Stomatitis Virus
(VSV) eliminates the Nef requirement for optimal infectivity
(Aiken, 1997) is indicative of different entry routes for these and
HIV Env-bearing viruses. In addition, the restriction on HIV-1
infection in resting T cells imposed by the cortical actin is consis-
tent with fusion at the cell surface (Yoder et al., 2008).
On the other hand, several lines of evidence support the exis-
tence of an alternative endocytic pathway for HIV-1 entry. First,
HIV fusion with endosomes and micropinosomes has been
observed by electron microscopy (Marechal et al., 2001; Pauza
and Price, 1988). Second, blocking the acidification of endoso-
mal compartments can augment HIV infection, apparently by
sparing the virus from degradation in lysosomes (Fredericksen
et al., 2002; Schaeffer et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2005). Third, effi-
cient infection by HIV particles pseudotyped with VSV G (Aiken,
1997) shows that there are no apparent restrictions associated
with the endocytic entry pathway. Finally, inhibition of clathrin-
mediated endocytosis reduces the efficacy of HIV-cell fusion
and infection in HeLa-derived cells (Daecke et al., 2005).
However, this intervention perturbs important cellular functions
and may thus alter the sites of virus entry.
Here, we applied time-resolved single-virus imaging and
a virus population-based fusion assay to delineate the cellular
entry sites of HIV-1. These approaches have revealed that,
surprisingly, complete HIV-1 fusion occurred in endosomal
compartments but not at the plasma membrane of epithelial
and lymphoid cells. We found that endosomal fusion was de-
layed relative to HIV-1 uptake via CD4/CR-dependent endocy-
tosis and that the fusion step was enhanced by the large GTPase
dynamin. Methodologies developed in this work should help
define the entry pathways of other pH-independent viruses.
RESULTS
To elucidate the sites of virus entry, we first compared the effects
of fusion inhibitors blocking surface-accessible viruses and
universal inhibitors that block all viruses irrespective of their loca-
tion. If fusion is limited to the cell surface, these interventions
should yield identical results. However, the ability to enter into
and fuse with endosomes would result in the transient appear-
ance of viruses resistant to external inhibitors but sensitive to
inhibitors blocking endosomal fusion. The difference in virus
sensitivity to site-specific and universal inhibitors can thus be
used to deduce the entry sites of pH-independent viruses.Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 433
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Figure 1. Dissection of Surface and Endo-
somal HIV-1 Fusion
(A) Virus fusion with TZM-bl cells was stopped by
adding C52L after indicated times of incubation
at 37C, and incubation was continued up to
90 min, at which point the cells were briefly placed
on ice and loaded with the BlaM substrate. Alter-
natively, fusion was stopped by placing cells on
ice after varied times of incubation at 37C (TB).
After loading the substrate, cells were incubated
overnight at 13.5C regardless of the fusion
protocol to allow the substrate cleavage. The red
and blue dashed lines were obtained by subtract-
ing the TB plot from the C52L escape plot for JRFL
and HXB2, respectively. Unless stated otherwise,
data points are means ± standard error of the
mean (SEM) from triplicate measurements.
(B) Fusion of VSV G pseudotypes with TZM-bl cells
was blocked at indicated times either by treating
cells with 2 mg/ml pronase on ice (10 min), adding
50 mM NH4Cl, or chilling the samples (TB). Cells
were then loaded with CCF2 and incubated over-
night at 12C.
(C and D) After 20 min at 37C, viruses remaining at
the surface of TZM-bl cells were rendered nonfu-
sogenic by adding C52L (arrow), and the extent
of fusion over time at 37C was determined by
chilling cells either immediately or at indicated
time points (green squares).
(E) HXB2 virus escape from C52L and from the TB
in CEMss cells was measured as described above.
The dashed blue line represents the difference
between the C52L and TB curves. Error bars are
SEM (n = 4).HIV-1 Fusion Is Delayed Relative to Its Escape
from a Membrane-Impermeant Fusion Inhibitor
Virus-cell fusion was directly quantified by measuring the
cytosolic activity of viral core-associated b-lactamase (BlaM)
(Cavrois et al., 2002). HIV-1 cores carrying a BlaM-Vpr chimera
were pseudotyped with Env from JRFL (CCR5-tropic) or HXB2
(CXCR4-tropic) HIV-1 strains. We first examined the HIV-1 entry
sites in HeLa-derived indicator cells expressing CD4, CCR5, and
CXCR4 (designated TZM-bl cells; Wei et al., 2002). Viruses were
allowed to bind to cells in the cold, and fusion was initiated by
shifting to 37C and measured as the extent of cleavage of
a fluorogenic substrate by the cytosolic BlaM-Vpr. To determine
the kinetics of virus-cell fusion, we stopped the reaction after
varied times of incubation at 37C by adding a recombinant
peptide derived from the C-terminal heptad repeat region of
HIV-1 gp41 (hereafter referred to as C52L; Deng et al., 2007).
C52L and other gp41-derived peptides inhibit fusion by binding
to intermediate gp41 conformations formed upon Env interac-
tions with CD4 and CR and preventing the formation of the final
6-helix bundle structure (reviewed in Eckert and Kim, 2001). The
time of C52L addition experiments revealed that the kinetics of
the JRFL and HXB2 escape from this membrane-impermeant
inhibitor was relatively fast, showing little or no lag and reaching
completion within 2 hr (Figure 1A).
To block HIV-1 fusion irrespective of its cellular location, we
took advantage of the steep temperature dependence of HIV-1
fusion (Frey et al., 1995; Mkrtchyan et al., 2005). JRFL and434 Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.HXB2 fusion with TZM-bl cells exhibited a well-defined threshold
at22C (Figure S1A available online). By contrast, the cytosolic
BlaM was active at temperatures that were not permissive for
fusion (data not shown). This allowed kinetic measurements of
virus-cell fusion by quickly reducing the temperature after varied
times of incubation at 37C, followed by an overnight incubation
at subthreshold temperature to permit substrate cleavage.
The temperature block (TB) protocol showed that, surprisingly,
the cytosolic BlaM delivery was greatly delayed compared to the
virus escape from C52L (Figure 1A). This delayed kinetics can
result from two principal mechanisms. Low temperature can
either block Env-mediated fusion or inhibit post-fusion steps
that may be required for the optimal activity of the viral core-
associated BlaM-Vpr. However, previous work (Cavrois et al.,
2004) and our data (Figure S1B) show that the post-fusion
uncoating step does not enhance the BlaM activity. We found
that this activity was not affected by inhibition of cellular prote-
ases or proteasomes and, importantly, was observed in vitro in
the absence of any cytosolic factors (Figures S1C–S1E). Thus,
the cleavage of BlaM substrate faithfully reports the extent of
virus-cell fusion.
Our experimental strategy to elucidate the sites of virus entry
was further validated using HIV particles pseudotyped with the
low pH-dependent VSV G. As expected for an endocytic entry
pathway, escape from the TB was delayed relative to the virus
uptake measured by the emergence of the BlaM signal resistant
to pronase (Figure 1B). The temperature-dependent steps of
VSV G fusion were completed soon after the completion of low
pH-dependent steps, as measured by the virus, escape from
the block imposed by NH4Cl. The quick appearance of the
TB-resistant BlaM signal after the low pH-induced fusion further
implies that temperature-dependent post-fusion steps are not
required to render BlaM-Vpr active.
HIV-1 Likely Enters Lymphoid Cells through
an Endocytic Pathway
To define the sites of HIV entry in more natural target cells, we
measured the rates of virus escape from C52L and from the
TB in lymphoid CEMss cells expressing CD4 and CXCR4. In
these cells, both rates were considerably faster than in TZM-bl
cells (Figure 1E versus Figure 1A). However, the loss of sensitivity
to C52L occurred much earlier than the progression beyond
temperature-dependent steps, suggesting that endosomal
fusion is the major HIV-1 entry route in T cells.
HIV-1 Associated with CD4 and Coreceptors Spends
Considerable Time in Endosomes prior to Fusion
The divergent rates of HIV-1 escape from C52L and the
TB demonstrate that the actual fusion is much slower than the
loss of sensitivity to the membrane-impermeant fusion inhibitor,
which has been customarily interpreted as fusion with the
plasma membrane. The difference between the C52L- and
TB-resistant BlaM signals should reflect the fraction of internal-
ized viruses that have not fused at that time point (Figure 1A,
dashed lines). Within the first 20 min of incubation, 40% of
viruses appeared in C52L-inaccessible compartments, while
only a small fraction acquired resistance to the TB. The high level
of internalized viruses was maintained during the next 20 min due
to the similar rates of escape from C52L (endocytosis) and the TB
(fusion). Likewise, nearly half of the viruses were protected from
C52L but did not fuse with CEMss cells within the first 10 min at
37C (Figure 1E, dashed line). Collectively, these findings show
that HIV-1 fuses primarily, if not exclusively, with endosomes.
In order to separate plasma membrane entry from endosomal
entry, viruses were prebound to cells in the cold and incubated at
37C for 20 min, at which point surface-accessible unfused
viruses were blocked by C52L. The BlaM signal was then chased
by dropping the temperature either immediately or after varied
times of incubation at 37C in the presence of the inhibitor. Under
these conditions, any increase in the BlaM signal over time
should be exclusively due to viral content release from endo-
somes. The chase experiments revealed that endosomal fusion
progressed slowly (Figures 1C and 1D), reaching completion
within 1 hr at 37C. As expected, the regular TB protocol
yielded much greater extents of fusion compared to the chase
protocol (red triangles versus green squares), which was most
likely due to the continued uptake and fusion of surface-
accessible viruses in the absence of the inhibitor. Thus, on
average, HIV-1 spent about 30 min in C52L-inaccessible
compartments prior to releasing its content.
In the absence of surface fusion, protection from C52L should
correspond to productive, CD4/CR-mediated HIV endocytosis.
This notion is supported by the ability of C52L to block fusion
when added at the beginning of incubation, demonstrating that
the gp41 coiled coils are exposed prior to virus uptake; thisexposure is known to occur upon Env binding to CD4 alone or
to CD4 and CR (Eckert and Kim, 2001 and references therein).
Accordingly, HIV-1 acquired resistance to inhibitors blocking
CD4 and CR binding before it escaped from C52L (Figure S1F).
Thus, HIV-1 particles internalized by pathways other than CD4/
CR-mediated endocytosis do not contribute to fusion. These
results and virus imaging data (see below) show that, surpris-
ingly, the major rate-limiting step of HIV-1 fusion occurs after
CR binding and virus endocytosis.
Single-Virus Imaging Distinguishes between Surface
and Endosomal Fusion
To unambiguously identify the sites of HIV-1 entry, we visualized
the fusion of viruses colabeled with the relatively small, diffusible
content marker (NC-GFP, Figures S2B, S2D, and S2E) and the
lipophilic dye DiD (Markosyan et al., 2005 and Experimental
Procedures). Fusion with the plasma membrane should lead to
the disappearance of the viral membrane and content markers
due to their virtually infinite dilution within the plasma membrane
and the cytosol, respectively (Figure 2A). In contrast, virus fusion
with a small intracellular organelle that is not continuous with the
plasma membrane should lead to the loss of viral content without
the disappearance of a membrane marker. Hence, the fusion
sites can be identified based on the dilution of viral markers.
We validated this strategy by imaging the fusion of pseudovi-
ruses bearing E1/E2 glycoproteins of the low pH-dependent
Semliki Forest Virus (SFV). Normally, SFV fuses with acidic
endosomes, but it can also be forced to fuse with the plasma
membrane by lowering the pH (Marsh and Bron, 1997). As ex-
pected, SFV fusion with endosomes resulted in the disappear-
ance of the viral content while the membrane marker remained
localized within an endosome (Figure S3A and Movie S1). In
contrast, exposure to low pH led to the quick redistribution of
viral lipids, but not of viral content (Figure S3B and Movie S2),
demonstrating the failure of SFV to undergo full fusion with the
plasma membrane.
HIV-1 Fusion with the Plasma Membrane Is Blocked
after the Lipid Mixing Stage
JRFL or HXB2 viruses were prebound to TZM-bl cells in the cold
and triggered to fuse by quickly shifting to 37C. We observed
three principal outcomes of HIV-cell fusion. First, viruses
released their lipid marker, as seen by the disappearance of
the red signal, but retained their content for as long as we imaged
(Figure 2B and Movie S3). Particles undergoing this type of fusion
usually exhibited limited movement before and after the lipid
transfer (Figure 2C). These events were almost assuredly due
to the partial fusion at the cell surface that did not result in the
cytosolic delivery of viral content. Second, following the trans-
port of viruses toward the cell nucleus, typical for endosomal
trafficking (Lakadamyali et al., 2004), the viral content marker
disappeared while the lipid marker continued to move as
a distinct spot (Figures 2D–2G; Movies S4 and S5). These events
observed for both JRFL and HXB2 viruses were interpreted as
the cytosolic release of viral content through fusion with endo-
somes. Third, viral markers were released (disappeared)
sequentially, often exhibiting a considerable delay between lipid
and content transfer (see Figure 5 below). As discussed below,Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 435
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Figure 2. Identification of HIV-1 Fusion Sites by Single-Virus Imaging
(A) Schematic presentation of redistribution of viral lipid and content markers upon fusion with a plasma membrane (left) and with an endosome (right). Viruses
colabeled with membrane (red) and content (green) markers are pseudocolored yellow.436 Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
these events (hereafter dubbed the two-step fusion) likely reflect
the full fusion proceeding in two distinct temporally and, in most
cases, spatially separated steps.
JRFL and HXB2 pseudoviruses exhibited distinct fusion
phenotypes. The majority of JRFL particles exchanged lipids
with the plasma membrane, while the content release from endo-
somes was less frequent (Figure 3A). By comparison, most HXB2
particles underwent endosomal fusion, very few released the
lipid marker, and none exhibited the two-step phenotype seen
for JRFL viruses. The overall low probability of HIV-cell fusion
is in agreement with our previous data (Markosyan et al.,
2005). In control experiments, viral lipid and content transfer
was inhibited by a high concentration of C52L (Figure 3A),
demonstrating that the overwhelming majority of viral lipid and
content transfer events were mediated by HIV-1 Env. Viral
content release was not detected between JRFL pseudoviruses
and HeLa cells expressing CD4 but not CCR5 (Figure 3A). Thus,
under our experimental conditions, the deterioration of the GFP
signal caused by low pH in late endosomes/lysosomes was
negligible (see also Figure S2C).
The restriction on virus fusion at the cell surface was not
limited to HIV-1 and SFV pseudoviruses. We found that the
Env glycoprotein of pH-independent amphotropic Murine
Leukemia Virus (aMLV) also mediated virus fusion with endo-
somes. Out of 14 detected events, 11 released their content
from endosomes (Figures S3C and S3D), 2 transferred only the
lipid marker at the cell surface, and 1 exhibited sequential
(two-step) lipid and content release.
Endosomal Fusion Can Lead to Infection
To relate single-virus fusion to infectivity, we evaluated the frac-
tion of cells for which at least one content transfer event was
detected by imaging. Endosomal fusion was observed for
8.0% and 10.5% of cells incubated with JRFL and HXB2 parti-
cles, respectively (Figure 3B). Under identical conditions, 8.6%
of cells were infected by JRFL and 5.7% by HXB2 (i.e., multi-
plicity of infection [moi] was 0.1). The fraction of fusion-sup-
porting cells was clearly underestimated due to the missed
events. The relatively low fraction of double-labeled particles
produced by the labeling protocol and the relatively short
imaging time limited our ability to track all fusion events. None-
theless, comparable efficacies of viral content delivery and infec-
tion indicate that a significant fraction of endosomal fusion
established productive infection.
Infectious HIV-1 Fuses with an Endosome
but Not with the Plasma Membrane
To take advantage of the diffusible NC-GFP marker, our initial
imaging experiments employed MLV-based pseudoviruses. To
ensure adequate incorporation of HIV-1 Env into these particles,
we used the gp41 construct lacking the cytoplasmic domain(Figures S2A and S2B and Markosyan et al., 2005). To rule out
the possibility that deletion of the cytoplasmic domain or pseu-
dotyping with the MLV core alters the virus entry sites, we
labeled infectious viruses by cotransfecting the cells with the
proviral HIV-1 R9 clone encoding a full-length CXCR4-tropic
Env (Gallay et al., 1997) and a new vector expressing GFP-
tagged HIV Gag. In this construct (referred to as MA-GFP-CA),
the EGFP coding sequence (flanked by the viral protease
cleavage sites) was inserted between the MA and CA sequences
of Gag polyprotein (see Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures). Upon virus maturation, MA-GFP-CA is cleaved by viral
protease, yielding a free GFP (Figures S2F–S2I). These
viruses were colabeled with DiD and allowed to fuse with
TZM-bl cells.
Similar to pseudovirus fusion, infectious HIV-1 exhibited lipid
mixing at the cell surface and content transfer from endosomes
(Figures 3A and 3C–3F and Movie S6), whereas the sequential
lipid and content release (two-step events, see Figures 5E and
5F) was less frequent. All fusion-related activities were abro-
gated in the presence of C52L (n = 972). We observed the
same fusion phenotype for particles produced by pseudotyping
the HIV-1 core with the full-length Env (Figures 3A, S3E, and
S3F). Together, these results imply that, irrespective of the origin
of the viral core or the presence of the cytoplasmic domain,
HIV-1 Env-mediated content delivery into HeLa-derived target
cells occurs through fusion with endosomes. Moreover, in
CEMss cells, infectious HIV-1 also underwent partial fusion (lipid
transfer) with the plasma membrane and complete fusion with
endosomes (Figure S4).
Endosomal Fusion Is Delayed Relative to Lipid Transfer
at the Cell Surface
The kinetics of single HIV-1 pseudovirus fusion with the plasma
membrane and with endosomes was determined by measuring
the waiting time from raising the temperature to each lipid or
content transfer event, respectively (Figure 4A). Content release
from endosomes started after a considerable delay (10 min),
whereas lipid transfer proceeded without an apparent lag. The
rates of surface and endosomal fusion differed markedly regard-
less of the virus tropism (JRFL versus HXB2) and regardless of
whether MLV core-based pseudoviruses or infectious HIV-1
viruses (Figure 4C) were imaged. The delayed release of the viral
content marker is consistent with the lag in the cytosolic BlaM
delivery measured by the TB protocol (Figure 1A). In fact, after
renormalization to correct for the shorter imaging time, the rates
of viral content delivery measured by single-virus and BlaM
assays were indistinguishable (Figure S5). This finding validates
the usage of the TB protocol for measuring the rate of formation
of relatively small fusion pores and implies that complete pore
dilation is not required for detecting the BlaM signal in the
cytosol.(B and C) Partial fusion of JRFL with the plasma membrane of TZM-bl cells. The time from the beginning of imaging is shown. The two-dimensional projection of
the particle’s trajectory (cyan) is overlaid on the last image. Changes in fluorescence intensities (in arbitrary units) of membrane (red) and content (green) markers,
as well as the instantaneous velocity (blue trace) of the particle, are shown.
(D–G) Complete fusion of JRFL (D and E) and HXB2 (F and G) viruses following the fast retrograde movement from the cell periphery (cyan traces on last images).
Fusion is evident from the disappearance of GFP signal. Graphs (E and G) show changes in fluorescence of membrane and content markers (smoothed for visual
clarity) and 3D trajectories for the viruses marked by arrows in (D) and (F). See Movies S3–S5.Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 437
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Figure 3. Fusion of HIV Core-Based Pseudoviruses and of Infectious HIV-1 with TZM-bl Cells
(A) The efficiency of lipid mixing with the plasma membrane, the viral content release from endosomes, and the sequential two-step fusion events mediated by
JRFL Env (pseudotyped with MLV or HIV core), HXB2 Env, and infectious R9 viruses. The first row is the negative control for JRFL fusion using HeLa-CD4 cells
lacking CCR5. The number of respective fusion-related events was normalized to the total number of cell-associated double-labeled virions at the beginning of
the experiment. The extents of viral lipid and content mixing in the presence of 4 mM C52L are shown in parentheses. The rare false-positive events in the presence
of C52L were usually delayed relative to those in the absence of the inhibitor (data not shown) and were minimized by limiting the duration of imaging experiments.
ND, not determined.
(B) The fraction of cells supporting viral content release was measured by imaging (orange bars), and the fraction of infected cells in the same sample was deter-
mined by a b-gal assay (black bars) after an additional 48 hr cultivation in the presence of C52L. The somewhat larger fraction of cells supporting HXB2 fusion was
due to a more efficient binding of HXB2 to target cells compared to JRFL viruses (data not shown). Error bars are SEM (n = 3).
(C and D) Lipid transfer initiated by the infectious R9 HIV-1 labeled with DiD and MA-GFP-CA at the surface of the TZM-bl cell.
(E and F) Complete endosomal fusion of the infectious R9 particle. See Movie S6.HIV-1 Fusion May Proceed through a Stable
Hemifusion-like Intermediate
Even though the loss of a lipid marker during the two-step
fusion precludes unambiguous determination of the site of
subsequent content release, the latter step appears to occur
in endosomes. First, the rates of sequential lipid and content
transfer for the two-step fusion were statistically indistinguish-
able (p > 0.180 and p > 0.594, respectively) from the respective
rates of separate surface and endosomal fusion events438 Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.(Figure 4B). Hence, by analogy to endosomal fusion, the
content release through the two-step events likely occurs in en-
dosomes. This result also implies that the two-step events are
a subset of ‘‘regular’’ fusion events, in which lipid transfer
occurred prior to virus uptake. Second, the pronounced delay
between lipid and content transfer during the two-step events
(half-time of about 10 min, Figure 4B) was sufficiently long to
permit virus endocytosis (t1/2 = 13.5 min, Figure 1A) prior to
content release.
Third, by tracking the two-step fusion events, we found that
viruses tended to accelerate (>0.2 mm/s) prior to or at the time
of content release (Figures 5A and 5B). These particles were
thus judged to have entered an endocytic pathway and fused
with endosomes. Only 1 out of 22 particles released approxi-
mately half of its content (Figures 5C and 5D, arrow) without
a significant prior displacement. However, the incomplete
release of viral content shows that, even if this fusion pore was
formed at the cell surface, it closed soon after opening (schemat-
ically shown by the thick line above Figure 5D). Importantly, viral
content release did not resume until after the onset of fast move-
ment (double arrow and Movie S7) associated with virus uptake.
We also found that the content release during the two-step
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Figure 4. Lipid Mixing at the Cell Surface Precedes the Content
Release from Endosomes
(A) The kinetics of JRFL (circles) and HXB2 (triangles) fusion with TZM-bl cells.
Waiting times from the shift to 37C to the point of lipid (red symbols) or content
(green symbols) transfer were measured, rank ordered, and plotted as cumu-
lative distributions of the fraction of fused viruses over time.
(B) Comparative kinetics of partial fusion at the cell surface (red circles), endo-
somal fusion (green circles), and sequential lipid and content transfer exhibited
during the two-step events (red and green triangles, respectively). The time
intervals between sequential lipid (TL) and content (TC) transfer were ranked
and plotted as cumulative distribution (crosses).
(C) The kinetics of lipid and content mixing during fusion of infectious R9 HIV-1
viruses with TZM-bl cells.events exhibited by infectious HIV-1 usually coincided with the
fast particle movement (Figures 5E and 5F).
These data imply that, even when HIV-1 establishes lipid
continuity with the plasma membrane, it fails to form a fusion
pore that permits the transfer of a content marker. This fusion
phenotype is operationally defined as membrane hemifusion
(Chernomordik and Kozlov, 2005). The temporal separation of
lipid and content transfer events suggests that the two-step
fusion proceeds through a remarkably long-lived hemifusion
intermediate. We cannot rule out the possibility that the lipid
mixing at the cell surface represents a nonproductive pathway,
in which case, distinct Env trimers would be responsible for
subsequent endosomal fusion. However, given the paucity of
Env trimers in HIV-1 particles (Zhu et al., 2006), formation of
more than one fusion complex per virion appears unlikely,
suggesting that hemifusion is a bona fide intermediate of HIV
entry.
Clathrin- and Dynamin-Dependent Endocytosis
Is a Prerequisite for HIV-1 Fusion
To obtain further evidence that HIV-1 is internalized prior to
fusion, we blocked clathrin- and caveolin-mediated endocytosis
by pretreating the TZM-bl cells with dynasore, a small-molecule
inhibitor of the dynamin GTPase activity that prevents the scis-
sion of clathrin-coated pits from the plasma membrane (Macia
et al., 2006). At a concentration that blocked transferrin uptake
(Figure S7A), dynasore diminished virus internalization and
strongly inhibited HIV-1 infection and fusion with TZM-bl and
CEMss cells (Figures 6A and 6B, respectively). As expected for
viruses entering cells via a clathrin-dependent pathway (Sun
et al., 2005), fusion and infection by VSV G pseudoviruses
were suppressed by the drug. The diminished HIV-1 fusion
was not caused by the downregulation of CD4 or CR expression,
reduction of virus binding, or the compromised ability of Env to
promote fusion in the presence of dynasore (Figures S7B–S7D).
To control against possible adverse effects of dynasore, we
assessed the effect of MiTMAB, a surface-active inhibitor that
blocks dynamin’s interactions with phospholipids (Quan et al.,
2007). The diminished HIV-1 fusion in cells pretreated with
MiTMAB (Figure 6C) supported the essential role of dynamin in
virus entry. By comparison, the small-molecule inhibitor of
Cdc42 GTPase, secramine A (Pelish et al., 2006), augmented
HIV-1 fusion. The specificity of small-molecule dynamin inhibi-
tors was further verified by showing that HIV-1 fusion was sup-
pressed in cells overexpressing the dominant-negative K44A
mutant of dynamin (Damke et al., 1994) (Figure S8). These
results, along with the inhibition of HIV-1 fusion by a hypertonic
medium (Figure 6C) known to inhibit clathrin-mediated endocy-
tosis, suggest that HIV-1 is internalized via a clathrin-dependent
pathway prior to undergoing fusion.
To determine which step of HIV fusion is blocked by dynasore,
we performed single-virus imaging experiments. Viruses bound
to cells pretreated with the drug exhibited highly restricted
mobility compared to control experiments (data not shown),
consistent with inhibited virus endocytosis. Most importantly,
dynasore abolished the viral content release but permitted the
lipid transfer to the plasma membrane (Figure 6G). In the
absence of virus uptake, partial fusion at the cell surface led toCell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 439
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Figure 5. Sequential Lipid and Content Transfer Events Exhibited by HIV-1
(A and B) A two-step fusion event exhibiting a short delay between lipid and content transfer.
(C and D) A rare two-step event characterized by stepwise release of viral content. Complete content discharge (double arrow) occurs after the onset of quick
movement (see Movie S7). The predicted dynamics of a fusion pore (D) is shown by a thick line above the panel. The initial and final coordinates of particles on 3D
plots are marked by pink crosses and stars, respectively.
(E and F) The two-step fusion of infectious R9 HIV-1 colabeled with DiD and MA-GFP-CA. Changes in fluorescence intensities of viral lipid and content markers
upon incubation with TZM-bl cells at 37C are smoothed for visual clarity.440 Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
HIV inactivation, as evidenced by the lack of recovery of the
BlaM signal after the removal of dynasore (Figure S7E). These
results confirm that HIV-1 is unable to fuse at the cell surface
and that the fusion block occurs after the lipid mixing stage.
Endocytosis Reduces the Window of Opportunity
for the Inhibitory Peptide to Bind to Intermediate
Conformations of gp41
Clearance from the cell surface prior to the completion of fusion
can protect HIV-1 against antibodies and inhibitors targeting Env
epitopes that are exposed during the slow fusion reaction. To
test this notion, we sought to reversibly slow down virus uptake
while permitting its interactions with CD4 and CR. After unsuc-
cessful attempts to reversibly arrest virus uptake using different
intervention strategies, we chose to create a temperature-ar-
rested stage (TAS) that has been described before (Henderson
and Hope, 2006; Mkrtchyan et al., 2005). After binding to cells
in the cold, the viruses/cells were incubated for several hours
at a temperature that minimized productive endocytosis and
virus-cell fusion (for details, see the legend to Figure S6). This
intermediate stage was reversible, as fusion quickly ensued
upon raising the temperature (Figures S6A and S6C). At this
A
D
G
E F
B C Figure 6. Blocking the Dynamin Function
Inhibits HIV-1 Uptake, Fusion, and Infection
(A) TZM-bl cells were pretreated with 80 mM dynasore
and allowed to bind viruses in the cold. Virus uptake
after a 1 hr incubation at 37C was measured by the
accumulation of intracellular p24 (black bars, n = 6),
as described in the Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures. The extent of fusion was quantified by the BlaM
assay (dark cyan bars, n = 4), and single-cycle infection
was measured by a b-gal assay (orange bars, n = 6).
(B) Inhibition of HXB2 fusion with CEMss cells pre-
treated with dynasore.
(C) Inhibition of HXB2 fusion in TZM-bl cells pretreated
with 0.45 M sucrose, 80 mM MiTMAB, and 15 mM secr-
amine A.
(D) The kinetics of HXB2 escape from 80 mM dynasore
added at indicated times of incubation at 37C. The
background fusion (20% of total) in the presence
of dynasore was subtracted from the dynasore curve
to ease the comparison with the C52L and TB curves.
(E) Fusion of wild-type (WT) and Nef-deficient (DNef)
viruses bearing HXB2 Env with TZM-bl cells.
(F) Kinetics of fusion mediated by the wild-type and
cytoplasmic tail-deleted (DCT) JRFL Env.
(G) Pretreatment of TZM-bl cells with dynasore blocks
the HXB2 content (NC-GFP) transfer but permits lipid
transfer (disappearance of DiD) to the plasma
membrane. The loss of the red signal was due in
part (50%) to dynasore directly quenching the DiD
fluorescence (data not shown).
Unless indicated otherwise, error bars are SEM (nR 3).
stage, a fraction of fusion events became
resistant to CD4- and CR-binding inhibitors,
demonstrating the formation of ternary
complexes, which in turn resulted in the
exposure of the gp41 coiled-coil regions tar-
geted by inhibitory peptides, such as T20
and C34 (Eckert and Kim, 2001). We were thus able to control
the exposure of pretriggered gp41 to C34 by varying the interval
between adding this peptide at the TAS and inducing endocy-
tosis (and fusion) by shifting to 37C. The longer exposure to
C34 enhanced its inhibitory activity (Figures S6B and S6D),
consistent with the notion that endocytic entry of HIV-1 might
attenuate the potency of this class of fusion inhibitors.
HIV-Endosome Fusion Does Not Rely on an Intact
Cytoskeleton but Depends on Dynamin Activity
The reliance of HIV-1 fusion on endosomal pathways prompted
us to examine the effects of actin- and microtubule-disrupting
agents also known to interfere with endosomal trafficking and
maturation (Bayer et al., 1998). Pretreatment of cells with latrun-
culin A or nocodazole led to a modest reduction of the extent but
not the rate of HIV-1 fusion (Figure S9). This finding indicates that
the BlaM signal is not critically affected by actin- and microtu-
bule-dependent processes, in agreement with the previous
work (Campbell et al., 2004).
Dynasore’s ability to quickly block endocytosis (Macia et al.,
2006 and Figure S7F) permitted us to perform time-of-addition
experiments and delineate the step(s) of HIV-1 fusion sensitiveCell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 441
to this compound. Dynasore was added after varied times of
virus-cell incubation, and the drug-resistant fusion was
compared to that obtained by the C52L and TB protocols. The
loss of sensitivity to inhibitors of virus endocytosis is expected
to occur at the time of the virus’ escape from C52L. Remarkably,
however, HIV-1 escape from dynasore was markedly delayed
and was indistinguishable from its escape from the TB
(Figure 6D). This finding indicates that dynamin plays a role
both in HIV-1 uptake and in virus-endosome fusion.
Next, we asked whether dynamin-2 could augment Env-
mediated fusion with endosomes through its specific binding
to the accessory HIV-1 Nef protein (Pizzato et al., 2007) exposed
to the cytosol as a result of fusion. However, the identical rates
(Figure 6E) and extents (data not shown) of fusion of wild-type
and Nef-deficient viruses did not support this possibility. Thus
dynamin appears to promote HIV-1 fusion indirectly, perhaps
by interacting with effector protein(s) involved in a variety of
cellular processes, such as cytokinesis, membrane trafficking,
cell migration, and adhesion (Kim and Chang, 2006; Kruchten
and McNiven, 2006; Peters et al., 2004). We also tested whether
the unusually long cytoplasmic domain of gp41 is involved in
pore formation or dilation either directly or by interacting with
its cellular partners. Deletion of the cytoplasmic domain did not
considerably alter the kinetics of viral escape from the TB relative
to its escape from C52L (Figure 6F), implying that this domain is
not essential for HIV-1 fusion.
DISCUSSION
Time-resolved imaging of single viruses and differential blocking
of fusion by site-specific and universal inhibitors revealed that
HIV-1 co-opts the endocytic machinery to enter into and fuse
with target cells. By contrast, fusion with the plasma membrane
did not progress beyond the lipid mixing step, suggesting that
endosomal entry is the pathway that leads to productive infec-
tion. Endocytic entry offers several advantages, including the
sheltering of HIV-1 from antibodies and inhibitors targeting inter-
mediate conformations of Env during the unusually slow fusion
reaction. Indeed we found that the delayed virus uptake
increased the potency of the inhibitory C34 peptide. Thus, in
order to efficiently block intracellular fusion events, the next
generation of HIV entry inhibitors must be able to permeate the
cell membrane.
The failure of HIV to fuse with the plasma membrane is in stark
contrast to cell-cell fusion mediated by Env glycoproteins of this
and other pH-independent viruses. While the basis for this
discrepancy is unclear, the much larger number of Env involved
in cell-cell contact compared to a few Env responsible for virus
entry could increase the likelihood of fusion at the cell surface.
Another manifestation of differences between these experi-
mental systems is the prolonged lag between CD4/CR-mediated
HIV-1 uptake and endosomal fusion. By comparison, the forma-
tion of ternary Env-CD4-CR complexes abrogated the lag before
cell-cell fusion (Melikyan et al., 2000; Mkrtchyan et al., 2005). The
delayed endosomal fusion of HIV-1 is indicative of a rate-limiting
step downstream of coreceptor-dependent steps and down-
stream of a hemifusion-like intermediate. Slow pore enlargement
is unlikely to contribute to this delay because both single-virus442 Cell 137, 433–444, May 1, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.imaging and the BlaM assay appear to detect relatively small
pores. It is thus possible that the formation of higher-order Env
oligomers and/or gp41 folding into the 6-helix bundle are rate-
limiting for HIV-cell fusion. Alternatively, the lag before fusion
could reflect the time required for HIV-1 delivery into permissive
intracellular compartments, such as late endosomes.
Accumulating evidence suggests that entry of viruses other
than HIV-1 by direct fusion with the plasma membrane is also
disfavored. For instance, pH-independent MLV and respiratory
syncytial virus appear to utilize an endocytic pathway for infection
(Beer et al., 2005; Katen et al., 2001; Kolokoltsov et al., 2007).
Infection by several low pH-dependent viruses can be hindered
when fusion with a plasma membrane is forced by acidic pH
(Marsh and Bron, 1997; Matlin et al., 1982; Mothes et al., 2000).
The failure of HIV-1, aMLV, and SFV to progress beyond the lipid
mixing step at the cell surface (Figures 2, 3, and S3) shows that
the block for pH-dependent and pH-independent infection is at
the stage of formation and/or dilation of a fusion pore. The lack
of complete fusion at the cell surface could be due to restrictions
imposed by the cortical actin or other factors present in or around
the plasma membrane. However, the modest effect of actin
depolymerization on viral content delivery (Figure S9) does not
support this notion. An alternative possibility discussed below
is that viruses rely on yet unidentified endosomal factors to
promote complete fusion.
Our data revealed a novel role for dynamins in HIV-1 content
release from endosomes. Why would HIV-1 need cellular factors
to promote fusion? Several lines of evidence suggest that the
formation and enlargement of a fusion pore are the most
energy-intensive steps (reviewed in Melikyan, 2008) that require
the concerted action of several viral proteins. Considering the
low number of Env per virion (Zhu et al., 2006), HIV-1 may not
be able to sustain a fusion pore on its own without cellular
partners. The ability of dynamin to regulate actin remodeling
and/or to associate with membrane-bending proteins (Kruchten
and McNiven, 2006) could provide an additional driving force to
expand pores and permit the release of the HIV-1 core. It is thus
possible that cellular factors involved in membrane trafficking
are responsible for the virus’ strong preference for endocytic
entry.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
BlaM Assay for Virus-Cell Fusion
TZM-bl cells (4$104 cells/well) were grown overnight in 96-well plates in a
phenol red-free growth medium. Viruses were added to cells at moi 0.7–1.0
and centrifuged at 2095 g, 4C for 30 min. The cells were washed with
a cold medium to remove free viruses, and fusion was initiated by shifting to
37C. After an indicated time at 37C, fusion was stopped by adding C52L
(1 mM) or other fusion inhibitors. All samples were maintained at 37C for a total
of 90 min (unless indicated otherwise), chilled by briefly placing on ice, loaded
with the CCF2-AM substrate (GeneBLAzer in vivo Detection Kit, Invitrogen),
and incubated overnight at 13.5C (or as indicated). In the temperature block
protocol, cells were placed on ice until the end of the experiment and then
loaded with the BlaM substrate. Fusion of HIV-1 pseudotyped with VSV G
was carried out as described above but stopped at indicated times by either
treating cells with pronase, placing cells on ice (TB), or adding 50 mM
NH4Cl. The temperature chase experiments were carried out by introducing
C52L peptide after 20 min of incubation, as in the standard fusion protocol.
The BlaM signal was then chased by placing cells on ice either immediately
or at the indicated times of incubation at 37C in the presence of C52L. The
BlaM activity was quantified using Synergy HT fluorescence plate reader
(Bio-Tek Instr., Germany). The extent of virus-cell fusion was determined
from the ratio of blue (440–480 nm) and green (518–538 nm) emission upon
exciting the cells at 405–415 nm. HIV-1 fusion with CEMss cells was carried
out by resuspending the cells in media containing HXB2 pseudoviruses (moi
1–1.5) and centrifuging at 2095 g, 4C for 30 min. The free viruses were washed
off, and fusion was initiated by shifting to 37C and stopped after indicated
times either by adding C52L peptide or by placing cells on ice. The cells
were then loaded with the CCF2-AM substrate and transferred into a 96-well
plate (1$105 cells/well), and the BlaM activity was determined as described
above.
Single-Particle Imaging and Analysis
Viruses were centrifuged onto TZM-bl cells cultured on a cover glass (2095 g
for 1 hr at 12C). The cells were washed to remove unbound viruses and trans-
ferred into an imaging chamber. Virus-cell fusion was triggered by quickly and
locally raising the temperature to 37C using a home-built temperature-jump
setup (Melikyan et al., 2000) and visualized using a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta
confocal microscope. Unless noted otherwise, samples were simultaneously
excited at 488 and 633 nm, and the emitted light was collected by a C-Apo
403/1.2 water immersion or a Neofluar 403/1.3 oil immersion objective, split,
and passed through 505–550 nm band-pass and 650 nm long-pass filters. To
minimize photobleaching, only 3–4 Z stacks spaced by 2.5 mm were acquired
every 6–7 s for 35–40 min. Single-particle tracking was performed using Voloc-
ity image analysis software (Improvision, Perkin Elmer). Briefly, the total
number of cell-associated viruses containing detectable amounts of DiD
and GFP-based content marker was determined by identifying contiguous
pixels with fluorescence intensity at least 3-fold greater than background.
The waiting times for fusion were estimated as the time interval from raising
the temperature to 37C to the point when the signal from either the membrane
or content marker dropped to the background level. Three-dimensional
tracking of particles over time was performed by adjusting the intensity
threshold and the maximal particle displacement between consecutive
frames.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures, nine
figures, and seven movies and can be found with this article online at http://
www.cell.com/supplemental/S0092-8674(09)00268-2.
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